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Once again, we would like to give special thanks to
everyone who contributed to our last newsletter and to those
who have taken the time to create the articles for this issue
in response to the feedback we received via our QR code.
We want to ensure that the information within our
newsletters is relevant and meaningful to you so please do
continue to feedback and let us know if there is anything that
you would like us to include in our future issues.

In this newsletter, you will find information and advice on topics
such as perinatal mental health, infant crying, fussy eating,
managing tantrums, the role of the School Nurse, puberty, and
supporting young people who may be questioning their gender identity.
There is information about the 0-19 service and the different ways that you can
get in touch with us if you need support or advice along with an introduction to the Calmness initiative
which is soon to be offered to schools with young people aged 11+ attending.
We hope that you enjoy our third edition!
Zoe, Janine, Kate, Heidi and Gemma

Together we are making life better for our communities

Pregnancy and the birth of a new baby
can be an exciting time for parents.
It is natural to experience a range of emotions during this time
and to sometimes find things difficult. The COVID Pandemic has
without doubt put lots of additional pressures on new and expectant parents.
1 in 5 women will experience mental health difficulties during pregnancy or following
the birth of a baby the most common being anxiety and depression. Having a baby is
a big change for everyone and fathers and partners can experience mental health
difficulties too.
Sometimes it may feel difficult to talk honestly about how you are feeling because you
are worried what others may think, but if you are feeling sad and anxious and these
feelings are affecting your enjoyment of life and your relationship with your baby,
partner and family the Health Visiting Team can help you.
Health Visitors are trained to explore how you are feeling and to know what support
and help would be best suited to you and your family’s needs. Please remember:
If you would like to find out more about mental health and wellbeing, there is lots more
information available on the following websites:
 Maternal mental health alliance: https://maternalmentalhealthalliance.org/
 Staffordshire & Stoke on Trent Wellbeing
Service: https://www.staffsandstokewellbeing.nhs.uk/
 Every mind matters-NHS: https://www.nhs.uk/every-mind-matters/
 Tiny Happy People-New Dads : https://www.bbc.co.uk/tiny-happy-people/newdad-guide-to-good-mental-health/zb7svk7

Or
Call the Hub on 0300 3033923 / 0300 3033924
Article by:
Linda Anderson
Specialist Health
Visitor – Perinatal
Mental Health

Tantrums: What to expect and
how to cope
At around 18 months of age you will likely notice your toddler starts having tantrums. They have just learnt to move
around more, and have a fresh interest in exploring the world. But toddlers have not yet learnt how to keep themselves
safe, or understand rules and routines. As parents/carers we frequently have to step in and put boundaries in place.
Your toddler doesn’t understand this yet, and is frustrated at being held back.
Although your child may have started using their first words, they may not yet be able to tell you their needs, feelings and
wants. At the same time, their brain is also still developing the ability to understand and manage their emotions. In fact
this ability is still developing into the late 20s! So your toddler is frustrated at wanting to explore but is limited by their
developing motor skills, being kept safe by you, and having boundaries and limits put in place. They can’t yet tell you
what they want to do or what they are thinking. Plus their brain hasn’t developed enough for them to be able to manage
all of this frustration. This results in a big build up of confusing emotions that come out as tantrum. Remember, this is
very normal. All children have tantrums and struggle to keep calm.
So, what can you do to support your toddler with these big feelings?
 Try your best to remain calm - You can’t help someone else to deal with big feelings if you are overwhelmed too. A lot of
parents/carers feel triggered by their child’s tantrums. Have a think about what helps you to feel calm. Sometimes having
a positive phrase, you can repeat in your head may help to keep you grounded e.g., “this is not an emergency,” “I can
cope and have overcome difficult things in the past,” “my child can’t help it, they don’t want to feel this way either and
they’re only trying their best.” You can also try some breathing exercises to help your body to calm down and slow down
your stress response (breathe in for 4 seconds, hold for 4, then breathe out for 8 seconds). Scan your body and relax
and release muscles that feel tense, particularly your shoulders and jaw.
 Empathise – Think about things from your child’s point of view. Tell them what you think has led to them becoming
upset, this doesn’t mean you have to “give in” to what they want, you are simply letting them know that you understand
or are trying to understand what has happened. E.g. “You were really enjoying playing outside, and then it started raining
and we had to come inside. You didn’t want to come inside. You’re upset and cross that we can’t play outside now.” You
may be surprised by how much your child calms down when they feel they have been understood and heard.
 Comfort – offer them a hug, gentle touch, or just time sat nearby. Do not worry you are not “rewarding bad behaviour” by
doing this. Your child needs you to help them to calm – remember their brain hasn’t developed this ability yet. You may
need to wait a few moments and give your child’s stress hormones time to drop before they are ready for your comfort.
 Co-regulate – help your child to get rid of their stress by playing a breathing game e.g. pretend you are big tree swaying
in the breeze and have your child blow the tree over. You can use humour and be a little silly to help both of you feel
better. Children love exploring with their senses and this is a great way to help your child to calm. You can even prepare
a sensory or soothing box and look at this together when they have had a tough time. You can use items around the
home such as, pictures cut from a magazine, cotton wool, rolled up tin foil, and different soft material sprayed with
perfume.
 Move on – When the tantrum has passed, all move on with your day. Don’t go over and over what happened or tell them
off. Your child is too young to understand lengthy explanations. You are not letting them get away with it. Your child has
no control over their tantrum and shouldn’t be punished. They will learn so much more from you supporting to them
manage their feelings by their side and then carrying on than if they were put into ‘time out’ for example. You are
showing your child that you love them no matter what, and that they can trust you to help them in difficult times - which
will help you both in the future too.

Article by:
Dr Victoria Reece,
Clinical Psychologist
CAMHS Early Years’
Service

Calmness

by Vicky Bailey

For young people, life can be challenging at times, growing up with all the teenage
developmental changes, pressures of schoolwork and competing personal demands,
for example, friendships. Young people may have a range of emotions as a teenager
and most of these are perfectly normal. It is however important for young people to
know what a normal emotion is and when their emotions are not normal. For example,
we can all have low mood days, and we can all have happy days, however if we find
we are having more low mood days than happy days, then we may need further
support.
It is important that young people know how to look after their own emotional health and wellbeing and where they should go for
help, should they need further support. This video from the Anna Freud centre is a great video to show young people that they
may be a range of different emotions, however they are not alone and there is help if they need it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxIDKZHW3-E
The NHS highlights that there are 5 steps that can be
taken to improve mental health and wellbeing. Trying these
things can help a young person to feel more positive and
able to get the most out of life.

Our contact details

These are: 1, Connecting with other people
2, Being physically active
3, Learning new skills
4, Giving to others
5, Paying attention to the present moment
When a young person needs further support, they can
access support from a range of people. This can be from
family, friends, and school to further support from School
Nurses, Mental Health Support Teams in Schools, Action
for Children,
voluntary services
or Specialist Child
and Adolescent
Mental Health
Services. The
School Nurse can
help support your
child to learn
wellbeing skills
and give them other coping techniques to help them with
their emotional health through CALMNESS assemblies
etc..
Our school nurses offer drop-ins, telephone support
through our 0-19 Hub and through the innovative Chat
Health text messaging service. The Health for Teens
website is also another great resource for young people.
All the contact details are below.
If a young person needs further support, the School Nurse
can support the young person and/or their parent/carer to
be referred into another service as appropriate.
Over the coming months, School Nurses will be offering
schools the opportunity of a virtual assembly/lesson to
explore emotional health and wellbeing and what we can
do to look after our own emotional health and wellbeing.
This will raise awareness to young people of where they
can get the support, should they need it.
Please see the images below with our service contact
details and further supportive information links.

Further support
 https://www.nhs.uk/mental-health/self-help/guidestools-and-activities/five-steps-to-mental-wellbeing
 https://www.healthforteens.co.uk/
 https://www.mpft.nhs.uk/services/health-visiting-andschool-nursing/your-school-age-child-5-19
 https://camhs.mpft.nhs.uk/
For schools
Over the coming months, the School Nurses from the
Families Health and Wellbeing service (0-19) will be
offering secondary schools (and middle schools children
age 11+) the opportunity to have the Calmness Project
virtual assembly/lesson which will explore this further with
young people. The lesson will cover 3 main areas: what is
a normal range of emotions, how to look after your
emotions and where you can go for further support should
you need it. If any school would like to have this
opportunity, please email
fhwscommunitydevelopmentteam@mpft.nhs.uk and
register your interest. We will then be in touch with you
when dates become available.

Young People and Gender Identity

Young People and Gender Identity
While many young people identify with the gender they were assigned at birth, for some this is not always the case. As School Nurses we
are approached at times by young people who may be questioning their gender identity, that is, discomfort with their body and the feeling
that the sex they were assigned at birth doesn’t fit how they feel inside. This can lead to them experiencing very difficult emotions, feeling
isolated and struggling to find the ways of coping. For many young people this can leave them feeling lonely and confused.
For parents and carers this can also be a confusing and difficult situation. They may feel uncertain how to help their child, feel upset or angry
and worry how their child may be understood and accepted by friends, family, and the wider community. Children may also show signs of
anxiety, withdrawal, destructive behaviour, or depression. Luckily, there are things you can do to help and support your child.
Let them know you love and accept them for who they are and want to support them. Often there is a real fear of rejection that can be a
barrier in them feeling able to talk and seek support.
When they are ready to talk, listen to them and give them time to explain how they are feeling and how this is affecting them , let them go at
their own pace.
Trying to understand what they may be going through and helping them to find local support can help with any feelings of isolation you both
may be experiencing. These can be a safe space for you both.
Our School Nurse service is there to offer confidential support and guidance and can help seek out extra support through signposting to other
services and specialised charities, along with also supporting your child’s emotional wellbeing.
We can be contacted via our Chat Health services, a Text message service for young people and parents to ask for health and wellbeing
advice:
Numbers to text

Young people in Staffordshire should text 07520 615721

Parents in Staffordshire should text 07520 615722

Young people in Stoke-on-Trent should text 07520 615723
The Hub: a central point of access for families, young people to get advice:





West Hub (covering Moorlands, Newcastle-under-Lyme, Stafford surrounds and Seisdon) - 0300 303 3923
East Hub (covering East Staffordshire, Rugeley, Tamworth, Lichfield, and Cannock) - 0300 303 3924

Or, by approaching your child’s school where we provide a drop-in service for all students.
It is also important to remember that you, as a parent, need support too. You may be experiencing feelings of loss at your child wishing to
live in another gender, or you may be anxious about their future and the effect on the rest of your family.
Below are some useful links for further information and guidance:
https://www.stonewall.org.uk/resources/introduction-supporting-lgbt-children-and-young-people
https://mermaidsuk.org.uk/
https://www.mind.org.uk/media-a/4687/mind-lgbtqplusguide-2016-webres.pdf
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/
Gender Identity Research & Education offers info for parents and young peoplehttps://www.gires.org.uk/
https://www.healthforteens.co.uk/

Article by:
Kay Meddick- 0-19 Public
Health PractitionerSchool Nurse
And
Anna Wood- 0-19 Public
Health Practitioner –
Seisdon Strengthening
Families Team

Coping with Infant Crying
Coping with a crying baby can be extremely difficult, especially during those first few
weeks when you may feel exhausted and emotional. Crying is a normal behaviour for
babies, sometimes it is easy to work out why they may be crying, other times it may be
very challenging, and you can’t find a reason. Research tells us that some babies will cry
more than others and that crying in babies peaks at around 6-8 weeks old. So, you may
find that your baby cries for longer periods during this time, the good news is that it gets better. As your baby gets older
the amount of crying will reduce.
To advise and support parents coping with crying we
have been commissioned to deliver the ICON message.
ICON is a parent education programme, it stands for:
 Infant crying is normal and it will stop
 Comforting methods can help
 It’s OK to walk away
 Never shake or hurt a baby
The ICON message will be discussed at the New Birth
Visit by your health
visitor, they will
also offer to send
you further advice
by a text message
a few weeks later.
Other
health
professionals such
as your GP and
midwife will also
talk about coping with crying.
Comfort methods will sometimes help soothe a crying
baby, you can try:
 Talking calmly, hum or sing to your baby
 Let them hear a repeating or soothing sound
 Hold them close-skin to skin
 Go for a walk outside with your baby
 Give them a warm bath
Babies may cry for other reasons such as, if they are
hungry, tired, have wind, need a nappy change or if they
are unwell. If you think your baby is unwell contact
your GP or NHS 111.
These comfort methods won’t calm all babies and some
will continue to cry. This doesn’t mean you are doing
anything wrong. Crying can become frustrating and
cause you to feel overwhelmed, check in with your own
feelings and think what may help you cope with these
emotions. It is fine to put your crying baby in a safe place,
such as their crib and walk away for a few minutes to
calm down.

Sometimes parents and people looking after crying
babies can become so angry and frustrated that they lose
control, they act on impulse and shake their baby with
devastating consequences. ICON is an approach to
prevent this.
It’s a good idea to share your feelings with your partner,
family, or friends. It’s normal for parents to feel stressed
so having support around you can help you cope. You
can also contact your midwife, GP, or health visitor.
Further support is available from: CRY-SIS National
Helpline: 08451 228 669 (Lines are open 7 days a week
9am-10pm) or visit:
https://iconcope.org/
https://www.facebook.com/iconcope/
https://twitter.com/ICON_COPE

Remember you are not alone when caring for your baby,
keep calm, the crying will stop. You can reach out for
support from our 0-19 Families Health and Wellbeing
Service.
 East Hub (East Staffs, Cannock, Lichfield, Rugeley,
Tamworth) - 0300 303 3924
 Parents/Carers text message service - 07520 615 722
 West Hub (Moorlands, Newcastle, Seisdon, Stafford
Stone) - 0300 303 3923
 Parents/Carers text message service - 07520 615 722
 Stoke Hub (all localities in Stoke-on-Trent) - 0300
404 2993
 Parents/Carers text message service-coming soon.

Seasonal Safety Message
In our last issue, we talked about keeping children and young people safe
during the summer, both inside and outside of the home. Now that Halloween,
Bonfire Night and Christmas are all on the horizon, we wanted to share some
safety reminders to help keep children and young people safe while enjoying the
season’s festivities. With lots of activities and events to look forward to, as well as
being able to spend time with our families and friends, it is easy to get caught up in the
excitement and not take as much time to consider safety as we normally would. Also, some of
the less obvious dangers associated with the season are hidden in the decorations, cards,
costumes, and novelty gifts/ accessories that we buy.
 Novelty decorations often look like toys to a child but do not have
to adhere to the same safety standards as toys do so should not be
given to a child to play with.
 Keep an eye out for hidden button batteries in items such as
battery-operated tea lights, musical greetings cards, electronic
devices, and remote controls.
 Check fancy dress/ dressing-up costumes for a label with a CE
mark and that states ‘The garment has undergone additional safety
testing for flammability’ – this does not mean that they cannot set
alight, however.


If you are having a firework’s party for Bonfire night or New Year make sure you follow the Fireworks
Code and make sure children and young people are supervised.



When buying toys, make sure it is for the correct age group and comes
from a reputable source to ensure that it meets toy safety standards.
You can find information about buying toys online on via this link:
https://www.rospa.com/media/documents/homesafety/OPSS_Christmas-toys-campaign.pdf



Be aware that strong magnets can cause severe internal damage if
swallowed and can be found in toys, fridge magnets, jewellery and
products bought from online marketplaces.



Keep lit candles away from children and at a safe distance from any clothing/ decorations. Remember
to put them out when you are done.

There is lots more safety information and advice for the coming season available which can be found online at:
https://www.capt.org.uk/News/halloween
https://www.capt.org.uk/halloween-and-bonfire-night-safety-tips-from-fireman-sam-and-capt
https://www.capt.org.uk/News/safety-savvy-xmas
https://www.rospa.com/home-safety/advice/fireworks-safety
https://www.rospa.com/home-safety/advice/christmas-safety
https://www.capt.org.uk/button-batteries-where-are-they

Wishing you all safe, happy, and healthy celebrations!

Fussy Eaters
It’s normal to worry if your child is getting enough to eat if they say “no” to food a lot.
Children can refuse to eat new foods because of texture or taste, so introduce new
things often and in small amounts, consider getting them involved in making meals.
If they are gaining weight and active then they are doing ok.
As long as your child eats food from the 4 main food groups (fruit and veg, potatoes,
bread, rice or pasta, dairy or dairy alternatives, beans and pulses, fish, eggs, meat or
other protein) you do not need to worry.
Encourage them to eat with you as a family and give them the same as everyone
else. Make it a fun, relaxed time, try not to pressure them to eat.
Do not use food as a reward, this can send the wrong message and lead to poor
eating habits.
Keeping a food diary can be reassuring as it shows that your child is eating enough,
but it is also helpful when seeking further advice.
Try not to leave meal times until your child is too tired or too hungry.
Making food look fun is a great idea as this can make fun meal times, change how
food looks, and make faces or pictures out of the food.

Keeping meal time’s stress free and fun is a good way to encourage children to eat, if
they see it is good and enjoyable they will eventually want to join in. Chatting and
engaging your child will also help at meal times because they will feel involved and
not pressured to eat. Try to be relaxed about meal times if you can.

Article by:
Kate Thrupp
School Nurse

Hi my name is Salma Rashid-Green. I am a School Nurse. I am based at Wilnecote Health Centre in Tamworth. I have
been a School Nurse since 2006.
I was walking back to my car after spending a morning at a local community drop-in clinic. I was about to head off to my
drop in at a local secondary school. I was wondering how busy it might be and what concerns the young people may
share today.
I was reflecting, it’s something we do without realising as nurses. A bit of a check in if you like. It’s been a tough time for
us all. Schools, parents, and children have faced unrelenting challenges. We have seen an increase in
emotional wellbeing issues in children and young people during the pandemic.
As I approached my car, a middle-aged couple also heading back to their car, started talking to me. They asked me what
my role was, sharing that they have seen me in the community centre a few times. I shared that I was a
School Nurse. I didn’t get the opportunity to elaborate on my role. “You’re a School Nurse, a Nit Nurse, they still have
School Nurses!” The lady continued “In my day they gave injections and measured you”. They made me chuckle.
I know many of my colleagues reading this will have had similar conversations. I took the opportunity to share what our
role entails. It’s a privileged position to be in, a career in nursing. The couple shared their lived experience of mental
health and they discussed gender issues that their families and friends faced. They were retired and in their late sixties.
I shared that I support young people struggling with anxiety, self-esteem and bullying, parents separating or
grandparents that have died. Young people come to the School Nurse for support or information about relationship and
gender issues, or healthy lifestyles. As School Nurses we offer support on these topics and lots more.
It is a privilege for children and young people and their parents/carers to want to talk to us and open up to us
as School Nurses, for them to trust us and to be able to listen and support them. I can give information and advice as
well as sign posting and referring most of these young people for further support and encouraged them to see me again.
We refer to many specialist services for example CAMHS and Community Paediatrics. We also sign post for example,
Young Minds, Health for Teens, ERIC and Frank.
A School Nurse’s role is to support children, young people (5- 19) and their families with wide range of health issues.
School Nurses are registered nurses with further qualification in Specialist Community Public Health in School Nursing.
Many School Nurses have additional professional qualifications e.g., adult nursing, paediatric nursing and or
Midwifery. We are all registered on part 3 of NMC register. We all have enhanced DBS clearance as part of our preemployment checks. We have mandatory safeguarding training at level 3. We are knowledgeable, skilled practitioners
Young people 11 -19 can access confidential advice and support from via Chat Health.
Parents are welcome to contact our HUB for advice and information.
We are part of the Families Health and Wellbeing Service 0-19.
It is an amazing job, School Nursing, and whilst I’m definitely not a Nit Nurse, I am happy to provide advice on head lice
too.
One of the couples replied “OMG, I feel silly now, that’s hard work and a lot of responsibility. Do you
have help and do you get time to switch off and off load?” I love this, it gives me an opportunity to
share what we do offer. A chance to blow the School Nursing trumpet!
All this information shared; we were only walking past each other in the car park. As
they say, “Every contact counts!”

School Nurses are part of the 0-19 service in MPFT we provide the following:
Primary School Age








Continence issues e.g. soiling, enuresis
Growth, over & underweight concerns
Developmental concerns
Supporting pupils & their families/carers with any newly diagnosed medical conditions
Supporting School staff when they need to produce individual health care plans for pupils
Information, advice and signposting regarding health (physical, behavioural, emotional concerns)
Parental advice regarding identified health needs.

Secondary School Age







Tier 1 emotional concerns
Advice, information and signposting regarding sexual health issues – be aware the service does not provide
Emergency Contraception)
Growth - over & underweight concerns
Advice and information and signposting regarding lifestyle concerns including smoking, drugs, or alcohol
Supporting pupils & their families/carers with any newly diagnosed medical conditions
Supporting School staff when they need to produce individual health care plans for pupils. As a result, we are
offering face to face contact again for the young people with aim to continue to work in partnership with
yourselves to keep supporting children and young people. We are aware that it has been really challenging for
children and young people.

A Drop-in service is offered to all our High Schools.
The School Nurse Drop in is for young people to access their School Nurse within their school. It is a confidential service
with aim to provide face to face service offering first line intervention. We will also sign post/ refer as seen
appropriate. Schools can refer young people with their consent to our service for support.
There are Community drop-in clinics for parents and young people to access if they require support from a School
Nurse.
Young people 11 – 19 can use Chat Health to Text a School Nurse for Confidential advice and support.

Useful Information
We have included some images here for all of our services so that you
can keep them for your own use or, for organisations, add them to your
social media pages, waiting room/ reception TVs or newsletters, for
example.

Thank you for reading our newsletter.
Next time we will showcase another part of our service
and bring you lots more articles which we hope you
will enjoy.
To help us do this, we would love to get your feedback
so please let us know what you would like to see in
our next issue by answering a few questions, which
should take less than two minutes.
Scan this QR code to access the link, or contact one of
our hubs on 0300 3033923/ 3033924

